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In 1950 Reiam~ar [I] derived equationa for finite symmetrical deformation of thin shells of 

revolution, the aarfaca of which ia given by parametric Eqa. r = r (0 and I = s (5‘) g is the 
parameter), without aaaumption abont any degree of amallneas of the angle of rotation of 
the ohall element aa a reanlt of the deformation. In the case of a shallow shell and the aa- 
aomption of amallneas of angles of rotation, from these equations the well known equations 
of the ahallow theory may be obtained. At the present moment .the study of the latter haa 
made a certain amount of progreaa, however the neceaaity for studying more exact equa- 
tiona of nonlinear theory of ahella becomea more and more apparent. 

Thin work ia devoted to the proof of the existence theorem of aolationa of Reissner’a 

equation0 for various boundary conditiona but with some limitations placed on the class 

of ahslla to he atndied. Namely, we shall aasnme that for 0 < a < c Q b < 00, i.e. in 
the range of variation of parameter 5 the following conditions apply 

This inclodea a rather broad class of shell@ of revolution such as cylindrical, toroidal, 
spherical with a catont pole, ring-shaped, plateahaped etc. However, this conditions ex- 
cladaa some important typea of shella such aa spherical dome and circular plate. We ahall 
aaaame that this limitation ia not related to the substance of the matter and hope to re- 
move it in the fotnre. 

Existence theorems in the nonlinear theory of shallow shells were obtained in papers 
of Vorovich [2 and 31 for a variety of boundary conditions. The problem to be examined 
below in the theory of nonahallow ahelle ia interesting from the point of view of methodology 
because together with nonlinear differential eqnations of eqnilibriom and simultaneous shell 
deformation, nonlinear boundary conditiona alao apply. For the proof of the existence 

theorem here the method of paper [3] lo applied. 
The/ following system of nonlinear differential equation is examined. 

$2 $ = + cos (CD”-- 8) [sin 00 - sin (00 - p)] + v % [cos (00 - p, - cos 0”] - 

- $ [Y sin (00 - p) - T cos (O. - p)] s F1(/3, Y) 

d (00 - P) sin (Oo 
v dC - 8)] v -I- 

+aC[cos(Oo-~)-cosOo]+vsin(OO-~~)~+ 
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+[P cos PO -. P) sin (Qf - 8) + Y 
d@O--PI 
--COS(@~--p) T- dc 

1 

-- $ (r?p) + vrap cos ((Do - = F2 CA u’) 

T== - s raqdt, C=Eh, 
Eh* 

D= ia@-+) 

with the boundary conditions 

S==O, Y=O nyrr 4 = a 

rdp --= 
a de 

v [sin (f3 -- (IQ - sin Qo] Z h (P) for E= b (2) 

r dY --=; 
a dS 

vY cos (a0 - f3) $- T sin (0 - 00) - r%P E f? (h y) 

Problem (I), (2) is the ayatem of eqnations of Reissner for symmetrical deformation of 
a thin shell of revolution with constant thickness. The surface of the shell is given by pare- 
metric Eq. t = r (0 and t = z (0. Here @o (0 is the angle which the element of the shell 

forma at the point corresponding to t before defo~ation with the axis of the abscissa; 

@(0 is the angfe after deformation, t$t is the horizontal component of stress; T 3 (TV) is 
the vertical component of streae, F is Young’s modulus, V is Poisaan’s ratio, p a ph 

and 4 apt, are the horizontal snd vertical components of loading which depend on the in- 
tensity of loading p (0 and the angle 0 (0. For exsmnle, fn the case of the spherical dome 
under hydrostatic preasnre of constant intensity p , we have 

r (6) = R sin E, 2 (El = -flROSF, @o = 4.: p==--psin(t--R), q=pcos(f-RB) 

while in the case of a cylindrical shell it is necessary to write r J R, x = R( and @s = $$rr 

whore R is the radius of the base of the cylinder. 
Boundary conditions (2) are salected for the sake of definiteness. The first of these 

for g= a indfcadea that the corresponding edge of the shalt is rigidly clamped andis free 
of stresses. The second condition for [= 6 describes fixed hinge-type attachment of the 
she11 along the edge. 

Let as introduce Banach spaces of functions 

1) Spaces ck of continuous fnnctions. definite in the interval [a. b]. having derivativea 
to k-th order included, with the nom 

2) Space H, of pair of functions x a fx,. x,), where rl CZ Cr, snd xr E cr tvftb the norm 

B = ftrrl = 1 =I Ii,, + II =: l&l 
3) Space H, of pair of functions y a (yr. yJ, where Yt E C,, and Yx E &with the norm 

0 Y [Zl? = IlYIllcr + llY?IfJ 

4) Space H, of pair functions fr = (or, or), formed by closure with respect to the nom of 
the set of smooth functions vanishing at [= a: 

51 Space H, of pair of fnnctfona a m (I t, ax), formed by closure with respect to the tmm 
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of the set of smooth functions vanishing for I$= a: 

Theorem 1. Let 

ax9 E Co, a%’ E Co, a’ E Co, 0 < I, Q r I a ( Ia < 00, (I ( f ( b (3) 

Then the hoandary value problem (1). (2) h aa at least one solution u i (& I), com- 
ponents of which are elements of apace Cr. 

For the proof of the theorema we &all apply the principle of Lerei and Shaoder [4 and 
51 on the existence of fixed points of completely continuous transformations. 

We shall examine the family of operators depending on parameter I E [0, I] 

(‘1) 

with boundary conditions 

P (a) = 0, \Y ((1) = 0 (5) 

rdY 
a -g- = V-3@, Y) for E=b 

For A = 1 problem (4). (5) transforms into (1). (2), and for )L = 0 it has a unique solu- 
tion~=P==O. 

The following linear problem is compared with the nonlinear problem (4). (5) 

V-3 

with boundary conditions 

P(a)= Y(0) = 0 (7) 

r dY 
- -- 
a df =~!r?(cp, $1 for 4-b 

which consist of determining functions fl, \y with respect to hnown functions 9, $. The 
linear problem (6), (7) is solvable and the uniqueness theorem is applicable to it. There- 
fore the pair of functions u a (0. I) is uniquely determined with respect to v E (cp, $). 
This correspondence determines the nonlinear operator 

u = L (u, X) (8) 

which is comparable to any h in [O.l] and v (0 from space H, of solution of problem (5). 

(6). Fixed points of transformation L (u, A) will be solutions of problem (4). (5) and vice 
versa. 

In this manner problem (4), (5) is reduced to solution of the problem 

U = L (u, h) (9) 
Lemma. For the solution of problem (4), (5) the following estimates are applicable, 

which are uniform with respect to 1 E [O, i]: 

max IY’j<m, 
aGte_<b 

(ioJ 
a 

where the constant m depends on 1,. Ila’p ll~, and Ilap 11~~. 



Nonlinear equations of Reissner for loaded shells of revolution S% 

For the parpose of proof we multiply the second Eq. of system (4) by v and integrate 
from u to b. Integrating by parta with consideration of honnduy condition0 (5). we obtdn 

b b 

=XCC=(C~~*~-cos~)Yd~-_s~TYsin2~$ 
. 
a a 

b b 

+ livST$si*tDd~- & -++ ~VjrpYccIsW~ (@-(PO--8) 

4 a a 

Utilixing the following inequality which is applicable by virtae of (3): 

and alao the inequality of Bnniakowekf we derive from here 

where m, im mome coaotant. 
Taking into account the expression for T given in (I), we derive from (12) the firmt 

estimate (10) with the aid of (3). The second estimate is obtained by applying (11). 
To obtain the third estimate in (10). we multiply the first Eq. of aptem (4) by fl md 

integrate from a to b. We obtain 

a 

From here, applying (3) to the left part and utilizing the inequality of Baniakowski 
we obtain the desired estiuate. Lemma ia roved. 

Now we derive the bounds for p and 4. In the norm Ct. For this porpoae firat of all we 
change from ayatem (4). (5) to the equivalent syystem of integral equationa. 

For example for the first Eq. we obtain 

03) 

(the second Eq. is the same, but with a onbstitotion of F, by FI and f, by fr). 
From explicit expresaiona F,, F,, It and I, utilizing estimate (10) we derive 

I~l~,c.~S, IIw&6m* lP&.<~3~ Ofalc.<w G4) 
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for the condition thst p (b) < 00 and bounded norms 

Ila*HLt Po*p’Bk, 

By virtue of (14) we have from (13) 

max 
o=G<b 

Finally wet shall demonstrate that when the conditions of the theorem are fulfilled the 
following bonnds apply 

For this purpose the term with the first derivative in Eqs. (4) is transferred to the 
right aide. Applying (IO), (15) and conditions of the .Theorem with regard to p and q we 
evaluate the right-hand parts and also /t and Ii and derive (16). 

Let us return to the operator Eq. (9). Let us show that L is a completely continuous 
operator in the space H,. For this purpose let us examine F1 (cp, $), F, (v, I#), f, (T) and 
ta (cp; 9). We obtain that F,, Fr are elements of space C a, while ft and j% are elements of 
space Cr. Then solutions of problem (61, (7) will belong to space ha and estimates (16) 
will be applicable to them. 

Since the set of functions boundedin the norm C$ is compact in apace C, we have that 
any set bounded in H, is transformed by operator L into a compact one. The complete 
continuity of operator L follows from this, It is aleo simple to establish the gradual con- 
tinuity of transfo~ation L (a, h) with respect to h. 

Thus all conditions of the LereiShauder principle are satisfied and consequently 
Eq. (8) has at leaat one solution in Ht. In fact this solution will be smoother by virtue of 
(16). Tharefore solution of problem (11, (21 will belong to space H,, and the Theorem is 
proved. 

Theorem 2. Let 

ayq G b, a% E &,, a2p’ E I-??, a’EG, @p i&a < 03 

and condition (3) is also applicable. Then the boundary value problem (I), (2) has at least 
one solution u a (8, ‘Ir), which is an element of space H,. 

The proof is the same as in Theorem 1. it is only necessary to replace apace H, by 
H, and Ha by H.. 

in 
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